
Remember, boys and girls, to follow all the rules.

Remember, rules are made to take care of you and me.

No running by the pool.

No playing by the stove.

Wait for the crossing guard.

Don’t cross the street alone.

Never talk to strangers.

Shout loudly if they grab you.

Always try to walk with friends;

watch for their safety too.

Lesson 25    Follow All the Rules

Sing-Along and Read-Along with Me
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  English Sample Sentences

1. Rules Rules are there to protect you.

2. Remember Remember to be safe!

3. Pool Let us swim in the pool.

4. Stove Be careful near the stove.

5. Crossing guard The crossing guard will walk you across the street.

6. Cross the street Look both ways before you cross the street.

7. Strangers Strangers are people you do not know.

8. Shout Please shout to let me know if something 
bad happens.

9. Watch Watch for trouble at all times.

10. Safety Your safety is very important.

Vocabulary and Sentences
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Story

      Some people think rules are silly, but we have to remember that rules 

are there to protect us.  Before you cross the street, you should wait for 

the crossing guard.  If you don’t, you could be hit by a car.  You should 

always have an adult nearby when you go to the pool because you 

could drown if you fall in.  Playing by the stove can lead to bad burns.  If 

a stranger starts talking to you, you should shout because that stranger 

might not be nice.  So remember;  watch out for your safety and your 

friends’ safety by following the rules.
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Exercises
1. Story Review

A. Why do we have rules?
B. Why should you wait for the crossing guard before crossing the street?
C.  Why should you have an adult nearby when you go to the pool?
D. What should you do if a stranger talks to you?

 A:                                                                                                                      

                                                                                                                         

 B:                                                                                                                     

                                                                                                                       

 C:                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                          

D:                                                                                                                            
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2. Don’t
Look at the pictures below.  Can you guess the rules?
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